Abstract. It is well known to generalize the meagre ideal replacing ℵ 0 by a (regular) cardinal λ > ℵ 0 and requiring the ideal to be λ + -complete. But can we generalize the null ideal? In terms of forcing, this means finding a forcing notion similar to the random real forcing, replacing ℵ 0 by λ, so requiring it to be (< λ)-complete. Of course, we would welcome additional properties generalizing the ones of the random real forcing. Returning to the ideal (instead of forcing) we may look at the Boolean Algebra of λ-Borel sets modulo the ideal. Surprisingly we get a positive = existence answer for λ a "mild" large cardinal: the weakly compact one. We apply this to get consistency results on cardinal invariants for such λ's. We shall deal with other cardinals more properties related forcing notions in a continuation.
Anotated Content §0 Introduction §(0A) Aim: for general audience, pg.3 §(0B) For set theorist, pg.3
[We describe §1- §4.] §(0C) Preliminaries, pg.4
[We quote some results and definitions.] §1 Like random real forcing for λ, pg.7 §(1A) Adding η ∈ κ 2, pg.7
[For λ weakly compact we prove the existence of a forcing notion which is λ + -c.c. λ-strategically complete (even can be represented as λ-complete) and is λ λ-bounding and add a new η ∈ λ λ, its generic. Moreover, it is very explicitly defined (and is λ-Borel). For λ = ℵ 0 , this is well known: random real forcing is such a forcing notion but there does not seem any similarity.] §(1B) Adding a dominating η ∈ ε<κ θ ε , pg. 11
[We deal with a generalization.] §2 Adding many new subsets, pg. 17
[This is the parallel of adding many random reals. We continue §1, adding µ such function η ∈ ε<λ θ ε , we do it fully so we do not rely on it.] §3 The ideal, pg.27 §(3A) Desirable properties: first list, pg. 28 §(3B) Desirable properties: second list, pg.29 §(3C) On Q κ , pg. 31 §(3D) Chichon's diagram, pg. 33 §(3E) Generics and absoluteness, pg. 38 §4 Specific cases, pg.42
[The forcing in §2, §3 are based on some parameters to be determined. We present some choices.] §(4A) Choosing a Parameter and the cofinality of The ideals on the reals of null sets and of meagre sets are certainly central in mathematics. From the forcing point of view we speak of random real forcing and Cohen forcing. The Cohen forcing has natural generalizations (and relatives) when we replace P(N) by P(λ), or the set of the characteristic functions of subsets of λ for λ regular uncountable replacing finite by cardinality < λ, but we lack a generalization of random real forcing to higher cardinals λ, replacing reals by λ-reals, e.g. members of λ 2. It has seemed that this lack is due to nature; the reason being that on the one hand the Baire category theorem generalizes naturally (when we are allowed to approximate in λ-steps and information of size < λ instead finite), but on the other hand we know nothing remotely like Lebesgue measure.
Surprisingly, at least for me, there is a generalization: not of the Lebesgue measure, but of the ideal of null sets, i.e. the ones of Lebesgue measure zero. This is done here (i.e. in this part) for a mild large cardinal λ: weakly compact. The solution for more cardinals will be dealt with in a continuation. The present definition should be examined in two ways. First, we may list the well known properties of the null ideal (and of random real forcing) and try to prove (or disprove) them for our ideal. Second, random real forcing was used quite extensively in independence results; in particular, related cardinal invariants so it is natural to generalize those uses. The first issue is dealt with in §3 (assuming Definition 1.3) and intended for wider audience. The second is treated in §4. Whereas success in the second issue should be easy to judge, concerning the first issue the reader may first list what are reasonable hopes and compare them with the discussion and description in the beginning of §3 and more in §(3A), §(3B), this is not done in §(0A) in order to help the reader make a list of expectations independent of what is done.
A set theoretically uninitiated reader may read the rest of §(3A) to see what are those large cardinals, look casually at Definition 1.3, just enough to see that the definition of Q κ , the parallel of the set of closed subset of [0, 1] R or ω 2 of which are not null (= the forcing Q κ for κ strongly inaccessible is natural and simple, then jump to §3 (up to §(3C)) to see what we hope and what is done.
Let us describe for the non-set-theoretic reader, what are these "large cardinals". Note that ℵ 1 is parallel in some respect to ℵ 0 , whereas ℵ 0 is "the first infinite cardinal"; the number of natural numbers; and ℵ 1 is the first uncountable cardinals, and is the number of countable ordinals (that is, isomorphism types of countable linear well orderings). Also both are so called regular: the union of less than ℵ ℓ sets each of cardinality < ℵ ℓ is < ℵ ℓ . But ℵ 0 is strong limit: κ < ℵ 0 ⇒ 2 κ < ℵ 0 whereas ℵ 1 is not. We can prove that there are strong limit cardinals: let 0 = ℵ 0 , n+1 = 2 n , ω = n n , now ω is a strong limit cardinal but alas is not regular. We say a cardinal λ is (strongly) inaccessible when λ is regular and strong limit, it is called "large cardinal" because we cannot prove its existence in ZFC but, modulo this, it is considered a very reasonable one. Similarly, the weakly compact ones which we now introduce. We may require more on λ: the analog of the infinite Ramsey theorem; every graph with λ nodes has a subgraph with λ nodes which is complete or empty. So weakly compact cardinals are more similar to ℵ 0 than other cardinals, so it is not unnatural assumption trying to generalize the null ideal. * * * § 0(B). For Set Theorists.
Here we prove that for λ weakly compact there are forcing notions adding a new η ∈ λ 2 which have not few parallel (replacing "finite" by "of cardinality < λ") of the properties associated with random real forcing, (and define the relevant ideals). It seems natural to hope this will enable us to understand better related problems, in particular cardinal invariants of λ; on cardinal invariants for λ = ℵ 0 , i.e. the continuum see Blass [Bla] Concerning λ-cardinal invariants we deal here with one such a problem: λ < cov λ (meagre) < b λ < d λ , we also deal with ε<λ θ ε having D ε an |ε| + -complete filter on θ ε , θ ε < λ, but more systematic treatment is delayed. In §1 we show for λ weakly compact that there is a (non-trivial) λ-bounding λ + -c.c. (< λ)-strategically complete forcing notion and even a λ-complete one, see 0.4 (and then with having θ ε , D ε ).
In §2 we deal with adding many subsets to λ close to measure product, with full presentation. Easily there are some parameters, in particular, filters. In §(4A) we give the trivial choice of those parameters and compute cf( ε<λ θ ε , < J bd λ ). By this, starting with supercompact, we get CON(λ strongly inaccessible, 2 λ ≥ d λ = b λ > cov(meagre) > λ). In §(4B) we deal with starting with smaller (than supercompact) large cardinal and/or ending with large cardinals.
In §3 we try to deal systematically with parallels of properties of the null ideal.
In part II we shall continue, in particular we shall deal with eliminating the assumption "λ weakly compact", and also with starting not with Cohen but other nice forcing notions and more. § 0(C). Preliminaries. Definition 0.1. 0) We say η is a λ-real when η ∈ λ 2. 1) We define when B ⊆ λ 2 is a λ-Borel set naturally, that is (see [Sh:630] ) X ⊆ λ 2 is a basic λ-Borel set if there exists ν ∈ λ> 2 such that X = ( λ 2)
[ν] = {η ∈ λ 2 : ν ⊳ η}. The family of λ-Borel sets is the closure of the basic ones under unions and intersections of at most λ members, and complements. 2) "F is a λ-Borel function" is defined similarly. 3) B ⊆ λ 2 is a Σ 1 1 (λ)-set when B = { η(2α) : α < λ : η ∈ B 1 } for some λ-Borel B 1 . 4) B ⊆ λ 2 is a λ-stationary Borel set when for some λ-Borel function F : λ 2 → P(λ), η ∈ B ⇔ F (η) is stationary. 5) Similarly replacing λ> 2 by other trees with λ levels and λ nodes.
Definition 0.2. 1) We say B ⊆ λ 2 is λ-closed when :
• for some tree T ⊆ λ> 2 we have B = lim λ (T ) = {η : η a sequence of length λ such that α < λ ⇒ η↾α ∈ T }.
2) We say B ⊆ λ 2 is a Q-basic set when B = lim λ (p) for some p ∈ Q assuming Q is a family of subtrees of λ> 2 (or a quasi order with such set of elements). 3) Similarly replacing λ> 2 by other trees.
Definition 0.3. 1) We say that a forcing notion P is α-strategically complete when for each p ∈ P in the following game α (p, P) between the players COM and INC, the player COM has a winning strategy. A play lasts α moves; in the β-th move, first the player COM chooses p β ∈ P such that p ≤ P p β and γ < β ⇒ q γ ≤ P p β and second the player INC chooses q β ∈ P such that p β ≤ P q β .
The player COM wins a play if he has a legal move for every β < α. 2) We say that a forcing notion P is (< λ)-strategically complete when it is α-strategically complete for every α < λ.
Remark 0.4. The difference between "P is λ-strategically complete" and "λ-complete" is not real, i.e. when we do not distinguish between equivalent forcing, those properties are the same (as in [Sh:f, Ch.XIV]).
We say a Q-name η ∈ α β is a generic of Q when for some sequence τ p : p ∈ Q , τ p a function definable in V (or even a (|α| + |β|)-Borel one) from α β into {0, 1} we have "p ∈ G iff τ p (η ) = 1". Definition 0.6. 1) We say "S is nowhere stationary" when S is a set of ordinals, and for every ordinal δ of uncountable cofinality, S ∩ δ is not a stationary subset of δ.
2) For a set p of sequences of ordinals and η let p
[η] = {ν ∈ p : ν η or η ν}.
Definition 0.7. We say h : λ → H (λ) is a Laver diamond when for every χ > λ and x ∈ H (χ) there is a normal ultrafilter
Claim 0.8. Let λ be a supercompact cardinal. 0) Without loss of generality there is a Laver diamond h : λ → H (λ), that is this holds after some λ-c.c. forcing of cardinality λ. 1) For some λ-c.c. forcing R of cardinality λ, in V 1 = V R , λ is supercompact Laver indestructible which means it is supercompact not only in
3) For a given Laver diamond h there is an Easton support iteration q such that:
<λ , the set of N satisfying the following belongs to D:
we can add clause (e) then λ is supercompact also in V P :
(e) and for every p ∈ Q ∩ N there is q ∈ Q above p which is (N, Q)-generic.
Proof. 0),1) By Laver [Lav78] . 2),3) Similarly. 0.8
Definition 0.9. For an ideal I of subsets of X, including all singletons for simplicity, we define "the four basic cardinal invariants of the ideal":
(a) cov(I), the covering number is min{θ: there are A i ∈ I for i < θ whose union is X} (b) add(I), the additivity of I is min{θ: there are A i ∈ I for i < θ whose union is not in I} (c) cf(I), the cofinality of I is min{θ: there are A i ∈ I for i < θ such that (∀A ∈ I)(∃i)(A ⊆ A i )} (d) non(I), the uniformity of I is min{|Y | :
Remark 0.10. We may use e.g. cov(meagre λ ) and cov(Cohen λ ) for the same number. § 1. Like random real forcing for weakly compact λ
We consider the question:
Question 1.1. 1) Is there a forcing notion which is a non-trivial λ + -c.c., (< λ)-strategically complete not adding a λ-Cohen sequence from λ 2. 2) Moreover is λ-bounded.
Recall that for λ = ℵ 0 , "random real forcing" is such a forcing notion but we do not know to generalize measure to λ with λ-completeness or so whereas for Cohen forcing and many other definable forcing notions which add a Cohen real we know.
We Surprisingly for λ weakly compact there is a positive answer, a posteriori a straightforward one.
We define Q κ by induction on the inaccessible κ. Now for κ the first inaccessible Q κ is the κ-Cohen forcing. In fact, if for κ in S na = {κ : κ inaccessible not a limit of inaccessible cardinals}, Q κ is equivalent to the κ-Cohen forcing. But if κ is a limit of inaccessibles, the conditions are such that the generic η ∈ κ 2 satisfies for many inaccessibles ∂ < κ, η ↾∂ is somewhat ∂-Cohen, e.g. for any sequence I ∂ : ∂ ∈ S na ∩ κ , I ∂ is a dense open subset of κ 2, for every large enough ∂ ∈ S na we have η↾∂ ∈ I ∂ . At first glance this may look ridiculous: η is made more Cohen's, but still in the end, i.e. for κ weakly compact, it has an antithetical character.
We say more particularly on Q κ in §3. § 1(A). Adding a η ∈ κ 2.
Notation 1.2. 1) Here ∂, κ will denote strongly inaccessible cardinals.
2) For T ⊆ α> 2 and η ∈ α> 2 let
Definition 1.3. We define a forcing notion Q κ = Q 2 κ by induction on inaccessible κ:
(A) p ∈ Q κ iff there is a witness (̺, S,Λ) which means:
(a) p is a subtree of κ> 2, i.e. a non-empty subset of κ> 2 closed under initial segments (b) (α) S ⊆ κ is not stationary, moreover (β) ∂ < κ ⇒ S ∩ ∂ is not stationary (γ) every member of S is (strongly) inaccessible (c) ̺ = tr(p) is the trunk of p which means:
is a witness (b) we say (tr(p), S,Λ, E) is a full witness for p ∈ Q κ if (tr(p), S,Λ) is a witness for p ∈ Q κ and E is a club of κ disjoint to S and to [0, ℓg(tr(p))) (D) let Q ′ κ be the set of p satisfying the following: as in 1.3(A): there is (̺, S,Λ) such that clauses (a) − (f ), (g)(α) from 1.3(A) hold and
Claim 1.4. 1) For any κ and η ∈ κ> 2 we have (
κ> 2 is the minimal member of Q κ . 5) If (tr(p), S,Λ) is a witness for p ∈ Q κ and ℓg(tr(p)) ≥ sup(S) then p = ( κ> 2)
[tr(p)] . 6) Any triple (̺, S,Λ) is a witness for at most one p. 7) If (̺, S,Λ) satisfies clauses (c)(α), (b)(α), (β), (γ), (f )(α), (β) of Definition 1.3(A) then there is a unique p ∈ Q κ which it witness. 8) If (̺, S,Λ) witness p ∈ Q κ then also (̺, S[p],Λ↾S[p]) witnesses it recalling Definition 1.3(C)(a). 9) For every p ∈ Q κ there is a maximal antichain I to which p belongs and
: ρ ∈ κ> 2\p and α < ℓg(ρ) ⇒ ρ↾α ∈ p} ∪ {p}.
1.4
Claim 1.5. If p i ∈ Q κ and tr(p i ) η ∈ p i for i < i( * ) and i( * ) < ℓg(η) or just there is no ∂ ≤ i( * ) which is > ℓg(η) then p = ∩{p i : i < i( * )} is the ≤ Qκ -lub of {p i : i < i( * )}.
Proof. Straightforward. Claim 1.6. 1) If p ∈ Q κ and ρ ∈ p then there is η such that ρ η ∈ lim κ (p). 2) Ifp = p i : i < δ is a sequence of members of Q κ , tr(p i ) : i < δ is -increasing and α < δ ⇒ min(S[p α ]\ sup{ℓg(tr(p i ) + 1 : i < δ}) > δ then p δ = ∩{p i : i < δ} is a ≤ Qκ -lub ofp.
3) If p ∈ Q κ and I i is a dense subset of Q κ for i < i( * ) and i( * ) < κ + and ρ ∈ p then there is η such that ρ ⊳ η ∈ lim κ (p) and (∀i < i( * ))(∃q ∈ I i )(η ∈ lim κ (q)). 4) If δ < κ, p i ∈ Q κ is ≤ Qκ -increasing with i < δ, (η i , S i ,Λ i , E i ) is a full witness for p i satisfying i < j < δ ⇒ E j ⊆ E i ∧ min(E i ) < ℓg(tr(p j )) then the sequence p i : i < δ has a ≤ Qκ -upper bound.
Proof. We prove by induction on κ that the four parts of the claim hold. 1) Let (tr(p), S,Λ) be a witness for p.
Case 1: In S there is a last member ∂ and ∂ > ℓg(tr(p)).
If ℓg(ρ) < ∂ then by the induction hypothesis for ∂ there is
belong to Q κ by 1.4(3) and we can check by cases that tr(q) = ̺. Now q = ( κ> 2)
[̺] by 1.4(5), so the rest should be clear.
Case 2: sup(S) ≤ ℓg(tr(p)), e.g. S is empty. Similarly.
Case 3: Neither Case 1 nor Case 2, i.e. sup(S) > ℓg(tr(p)) and S has no last element. Let θ = cf(otp(S)) and let α ε : ε < θ be increasing continuous with limit sup(S). Without loss of generality α 0 = ℓg(tr(p)) and ε < θ ⇒ α ε+1 ∈ S and ωε < θ ⇒ α ωε / ∈ S; recalling that every member of S is strongly inaccessible and S is nowhere stationary this is clear. Let α θ = sup(S) and now we choose η ε ∈ p ∩ αε 2 by induction on ε ≤ θ such that ε = 0 ⇒ η ε = ℓg(tr(p)) and ζ < ε ⇒ η ζ η ε . For ε = 0 this is obvious, for ε limit < θ let η ε = ∪{η ζ : ζ < ε}, it belongs to p by clause (A)(e) of Definition 1.3 because α ε / ∈ S. Lastly, for ε = ζ + 1 use the induction hypothesis for part (2) for ∂ = α ε . Having carried the induction, if θ = κ, i.e. sup(S) = κ then η := ∪{η ε : ε < κ} is as required, and if θ < κ, i.e. sup(S) < θ then η = ∪{η ε : ε < θ} belongs to sup(S) 2 and as above it belongs to p. So again by 1.4(5) we have
and we can easily finish. 2) Let (η i , S i ,Λ i ) be a witness for p i ∈ Q κ for i < δ, without loss of generality S i = S[p i ], see clause (C) of Definition 1.3. Asp is ≤ Qκ -increasing clearly η i : i < δ isincreasing and let η δ = ∪{η i : i < δ}.
Let S := ∪{S i : i < δ}\(ℓg(η δ ) + 1) andΛ i = Λ i,∂ : ∂ ∈ S i and for ∂ ∈ S let Λ ∂ := ∪{Λ i,∂ : i < δ and ∂ ∈ S i }. So clearly Λ ∂ is a set of ≤ |δ| · ∂ dense subsets of Q δ . Also ∂ ∈ S ⇒ ∂ > δ because if ∂ ∈ S then for some i < δ, ∂ ∈ S i and by an assumption min(S i \ sup{ℓg(tr(p i ) + 1 : i < δ}) > δ hence ∂ > δ. Moreover, ∂ > ℓg(η δ ). Why? If δ = ℓg(η δ ) then by the previous sentence, and if δ < ℓg(η δ ) then ℓg(η δ ) is a singular ordinal whereas S is a set of inaccessible cardinals, so ∂ = ℓg(η δ ), but ∂ ≥ ℓg(η δ ) by the choice of S so indeed ∂ > ℓg(η δ ). Together the last paragraph shows that η δ , S, Λ ∂ : ∂ ∈ S witness that p = ∩{p i : i < δ} belongs to Q κ ; being a ≤ Qκ -lub ofp is obvious by the definition of ≤ Qκ . 3) Without loss of generality i( * ) = κ and let (tr(p), S,Λ) be a witness for p ∈ Q κ .
First, if S is a bounded subset of κ then by part (1) which, for κ, was already proved there is η ∈ p such that ℓg(η) > sup(S), ℓg(tr(p)),
[η] ; so the claim becomes a case the Baire category theorem for κ> 2.
Second, if sup(S) = κ let α ε : ε < κ be as in Case 3 of the proof of part (1), and we choose a pair (p i , ε i ) by induction on i < κ such that:
Can we carry the induction? Clearly it suffices to find p i as required. For i = 0 use clause (c), for i limit use part (2) which we have already proved and let ε i = sup{ε j : j < i}. For i = 2j + 2 recall ℓg(tr(p 2j+1 )) ≤ α ε2j+1 ; let ε i = ε 2j+1 + 1 and so by part (1) which we have already proved there exists η ∈ p 2j+1 of length α εi and let
Having carried the induction, η := ∪{tr(p i ) : i < δ} is as required. 4) Like part (2) just easier.
1.6
Claim 1.7. 1) Q κ is κ-strategically closed.
2) Q κ satisfies the κ + -c.c.
Proof. 1) Immediate by 1.6(4).
2) Clearly ( * ) 1 κ> 2 has cardinality κ (recall that κ is inaccessible) ( * ) 2 if p 1 , p 2 ∈ Q κ has the same trunk then they are compatible.
Together we are clearly done. 1.7 Remark 1.8. Moreover (A) ⇒ (B) where
: i < α} ∈ Q κ is a ≤ Qκ -lub of {p i : i < α} and has the witness (η, S, Λ ∂ : ∂ ∈ S ).
For i = 0 choose a full witness (̺ 0 , S 0 ,Λ 0 , E 0 ) for p, and use clause (c), for i = limit work as in the proof of 1.6(3).
For i = j + 1, i.e. successor we shall use the definition of "κ is weakly compact". Let q j,β : β < β( * ) be a maximal antichain (or just list a predense subset) of Q κ such that q i,β "f (j) = γ" for some γ = γ i,β and q i,β is ≤ Qκ -above p j or lim κ (q i,β ) ∩ lim κ (p) = ∅, recalling 1.4(9).
But Q κ satisfies the κ + -c.c., see 1.7(2), so without loss of generality β( * ) ≤ κ, so without loss of generality β( * ) = κ. By weak compactness there is a strongly inaccessible
)}. Now for each ρ ∈ X there is r j,ρ ∈ Q κ with tr(r j,ℓ ) = ρ and r j,ρ forces a value to f (j). Indeed, there is β < ∂ j such that η ∈ lim ∂j (q j,β ∩ ∂(j)> 2) so by our assumptions on the q j,β 's necessarily p j ≤ q j,β , so q
j,β can serve as r j,ρ and is ≥ p j . Let (ρ, S j,ρ ,Λ j,ρ ) witness r j,ρ ∈ Q κ .
Lastly, let
(e) E i is a club of κ which is ⊆ E j \β i and is disjoint to S[r j,ρ ] for every ρ ∈ X . Now check.
1.9 § 1(B). Adding a dominating member of ε<κ θ ε .
Here we present a variant of the forcing from §(1A), this time dealing with sequences from ε<λ θ ε instead of λ 2 and we have an |ε| + -complete filter D ε on θ ε for ε < λ. Note that Definitions 1.12,1.13 are used in §2, too. Also note that Qθ is the "one step" forcing on which we shall build later. Remark 1.10 (Here?). Forθ = θ α : α < κ , Qθ was designed to make the old κ-reals κ-meagre, we still have to expect it to behave like randoms and do this indeed.
Hypothesis 1.11. We have (for this section) a fixed 1-ip (iteration parameter) where Definition 1.12. We say x is a 1-ip when x consists of:
e. diamond on S * holds even modulo the weakly compact ideal, see 1.13(1) below or just + ; the default value is
If κ ∈ S * x we may say "κ is x-weakly compact". Definition 1.13. 1) Recall the weakly compact ideal on λ is I wc λ = {A ⊆ λ: for some first order formula ϕ(X, Y ) and A ⊆ H (λ) we have (∀X ⊆ H (λ))(H (λ) |= ϕ(X, A)) but for no strongly inaccessible κ ∈ A do we have (∀X ⊆ H (κ))(H (κ) |= ϕ(X, A ∩ H (κ))}. 2) So 1.12(D)(a) means that someĀ = A α : α ∈ S * is an I wc λ -diamond sequence, which means: for every A ⊆ H (κ) the set {κ ∈ S * :
θ ε for α < κ and T <α = ∪{T β : β < α} for α ≤ κ, recall that for this sub-section we fix upθ = θ ε : ε < λ , see clause (B) of 1.12.
Convention 1.14. 1) Let κ, ∂ denote strongly inaccessible cardinals ≤ λ. 2) Always p is a subtree of T κ , for some κ ≤ λ, equivalently it belongs to ∈ Q κ for some κ ≤ λ and for η ∈ p let p
Definition 1.15. We define the forcing notion Q κ = Q 1 κ by induction on κ ≤ λ as follows:
(e) if δ ∈ κ\S is a limit ordinal and η ∈ T δ :=
and for some predense subsets I i of Q ∂ for i < i * ≤ ∂, [if we haveP also I ∈ P κ see below] for every η ∈ T ∂ we have:
(g) S ⊆ κ ∩ S * is not stationary in any ∂ ≤ κ, yes also for ∂ = κ, equivalently for any limit δ ≤ κ as S * is a set of inaccessibles and S ⊆ S * (B) ≤ Qκ is inverse inclusion (C) (a) let J be a subset of κ. J has the narrow extension property if for every ν ∈ T <κ there exists at most one condition p ∈ J with ν = tr(p), such that:
J is dense and has the narrow extension property}.
3) Q κ is a forcing notion, satisfies the κ + -c.c. moreover if p, q ∈ Q κ have the same trunk then p, q are compatible, in fact, p ∩ q belongs to Q κ and is a ≤ Qκ -lub with the same trunk. 4) If ν ∈ T γ and p i ∈ Q κ , tr(p i ) = ν for i < i( * ) then p = ∩{p i : i < i( * )} belongs to Q κ has the trunk ν and is a ≤ Qκ -lub of {p i : i < i( * )} provided that at least one of the following holds:
i : i < δ( * )} is a common lub of {p i : i < i( * )} in Q κ and has trunk ν.
6) If ν ∈ ε<κ θ ε then Qκ "for arbitrarily large ε < λ we have η (ε) = ν(ε) and for every ε < λ large enough θ ε ≥ ℵ 0 ⇒ η (ε) > ν(ε)". 7) η is a new branch of T <κ and is generic for Q κ , i.e. G = {p ∈ Q κ : η is a branch of p}. 8) Q κ is (< κ)-strategically complete.
Proof. 1), 2), 2A) Straight; on parts (3),(4),(4A), see more in 1.17, 1.20, 1.21. 3) By (4B) and the number of possible trunks of p ∈ Q κ is |T <κ | = κ. 4) By (4B). 4A) Clearly if tr(p) / ∈ q then p, q are incompatible, and similarly if q / ∈ tr(p) so the implication "if" holds. For the other direction assume tr(p) ∈ q ∧ tr(q) ∈ p, and we shall prove that p, q are compatible. By symmetry without loss of generality ℓg(tr(p)) ≤ ℓg(tr(q)), let ν = tr(q), now
have the same trunk, so we are done by part (3). 4B) Let S i be a witness for p i ∈ Q κ , and let S = ∪{S i : i < i( * )}\(ℓg(ν) + 1) and we shall prove that S witness that p = ∩{p i : i < i( * )} belongs to Q κ , then we are done as obviously i < i( * ) ⇒ p ⊆ p i by the choice of p.
If
Now obviously p is a subtree of T <κ , i.e. (a) of 1.15(A) holds. Also obviously
so equality holds so ν is indeed the trunk of p and 1.15(A)(b) holds.
If The proofs of clauses (e),(f) are straight.
1.17
Claim 1.17. For every strongly inaccessible κ ≤ λ, the forcing notion Q κ is κ-strategically complete.
Proof. By Claim 1.21 below.
Observation 1.18. 1) If p ≤ Qκ q and S is a witness for q and tr(p) = tr(q) then S is a witness for p.
Remark 1.19. We can also use Q ′ κ which is equivalent to Q κ and is (< λ)-complete where we define Q ′ κ by: (A) the set of members is {(p, E) : p ∈ Q κ and E is a club of λ disjoint to some witness
κ then for some p β and E β we have: if p β ≤ q and E β is a club of κ disjoint to some witness of q or just of p β or just of q γ for every γ < β thenxˆ (p β , q β , E β ) ∈ S inc κ . Proof. 1) Note that clause (d) of Definition 1.20(1) is trivially satisfied because γ = 1 here. 2) Obvious. 3) If β is a successor ordinal this is easier, so we assume β is a limit ordinal. Let ν α = tr(q α ) for α < β hence ν α : α < β is a -increasing sequence of members of T <κ and ℓg(ν α ) ≥ α. Hence ν β := ∪{ν α < β} ∈ T ≤κ has length ≥ β. As β < κ and κ is regular, necessarily ℓg(ν β ) < κ so ν β ∈ T <κ . Also recall α 1 < α 2 < β ⇒ ν α2 ∈ E α1 , but E α1 is a club of κ hence α 1 < β ⇒ ℓg(ν β ) ∈ E α1 . As α 1 + 1 < α 2 < β ⇒ ν α2 ∈ q α1 and E α1+1 is disjoint to a witness for q α1 and by the previous sentence ℓg(ν β ) ∈ E α1+1 we can deduce ν β = ∪{ν α2 :
: α < β is an increasing sequence of members of Q κ with fixed trunk ν β of length ≥ β as α < β ⇒ ℓg(ν β ) ≥ ℓg(ν α ) = ℓg(tr(q α )) ≥ α, see 1.20(1)(f). So by 1.17(4) we have p β := ∩{q
: α < β} ∈ Q κ has trunk ν β and is equal to ∩{q α : α < β}. Let E β = ∩{E α : α < β} and clearly p β , E β are as required. Note that if ℓg(ν β ) = β ∈ S * then we have the "i * ≤ δ" rather than "i * < δ" in clause (f) of (A) of Definition 1.15.
1.21
3) The union of a ⊳-increasing sequence of members of S pr κ of length < κ belongs to S pr κ . 3A) If x β : β < δ is -increasing, sox β = (p α , q α , E α ) : α < γ β ∈ S pr κ and γ β : β < δ is ≤-increasing and γ := ∪{γ β : β < δ} < κ then (p α , q α , E α ) : α < γ ∈ S pr κ,γ . 3B) If in (3A), γ = κ then p κ = ∩{p α : α < κ} belongs to Q κ and is a ≤ Qκ -lub of {p α , q α : α < κ}.
Proof. Straight.
1.22
γ+1 forces a value to τ . Proof. Let ( * ) 1 Y = {tr(p) : p ∈ Q κ forces a value to τ and tr(p) has length > min(
By the Hypothesis 1.11, there is ∂ ∈ S * ∩ κ ∩ E γ but > min(E γ ) such that letting
Define:
Clearly (p γ+1 , q γ+1 , E γ+1 ) is as required. 1.23
Proof. By 1.23 and Claim 1.22.
1.24
Conclusion 1.25. 1) If λ is a weakly compact cardinal then there is a (< λ)-strategically complete, λ + -c.c., λ λ-bounding forcing notion (hence not adding a λ-Cohen), and of course, adding a new η ∈ λ 2. 2) In fact the forcing is λ-Borel and is λ-strategically complete hence is equivalent to a (< λ)-complete forcing notion (which necessarily is λ + -c.c. ( λ λ)-bounding adding a new subset to λ). Also the forcing is definable even without parameters.
Proof. 1) Choose e.g. θ ε = 2 for ε < λ, let S * = {κ < λ : κ is strongly inaccessible}, so Hypothesis 1.11 holds.
Let Q = Q λ , it is (< λ)-strategically complete by 1.17, it is λ + -c.c. by 1.17(3), it is λ λ-bounding by 1.24, and lastly Q "η ∈ ε<λ θ ε is new" by 1.17(7).
2) See 1.19, and in general see [Sh:f, Ch.XIV].
§ 2. Adding many new subsets
We continue §1 but do not directly rely on it, in fact the forcing in §1 is not a special case of the present one but a variant of it is, when we essentially make it preserved by permutations of κ. We have two distinct though related aims. One is to have a forcing as in §1 adding some µ > λ subsets of λ. Second, is to solve the following problems from [Sh:945]: get the consistency of b λ > cov λ (meagre) for λ strongly inaccessible.
For the first aim here we use just "λ is weakly compact" to prove that there is a (< λ)-strategically complete λ + -c.c. for λ-bounding forcing notion making cov λ (meagre) be at most some µ = cf(µ) > λ. If we start with a universe with d λ = b λ > µ we are done. But for the forcing increasing d (to at least λ ++ ) we need now (as the forcing is λ-bounding only when λ is weakly compact), to start with more than "λ weakly compact".
An additional point is that above we can get b λ > µ = cov λ (meagre) = λ + , but what if we like it to be e.g. µ = λ ++ ? In terms of the forcing defined below, it suffices to have Q u,λ "cov λ (meagre) = |u|" when |u| = cf(otp(u)) > λ? So we delay this and other extensions to Part II; however using generalθ is required.
Note that here we do not have memory for 2-ip x; a weak memory can sneak in if we use the "just" in 2.1(F), so in Definition 2.2. Note the memory seems weaker than in the second part, but the latter does not subsumbed, it covers cases like 3-ip x in which the order on µ is not the standard but any partial order. Still there is some memory for 3-ip x in the sense that the restriction on η α ↾∂ depends only on η β ↾∂ : β ∈ u ∩ α , in §3 we consider η β ↾∂ 1 : β ∈ u ∩ α , and possibly ∂ 1 > ∂.
Note that below, if e.g. u = κ, the sequence η α (0) : α < κ is not a κ-Cohen, because the y ∈ Ξ u,κ forbid it. Definition 2.1. We say x is 2-ip x when : (A) like 1.12 but for simplicity we use the default value P κ = P(H (κ)) for κ ∈ S * and let S x = S * (B)θ = θ α,ε : α < µ, ε < λ where θ α,ε is finite or is a regular cardinal from [ℵ 0 + |ε| + , λ) and letθ α = θ α,ε : ε < λ . Note that we may fixθ α but there is no real reason to do this (C) µ > 0 but the interesting case is µ > λ
+ -complete filter on suc(η) = {ν ∈ T u,α+1 :ν ↿ α = η}, see 2.6(3) below (F ) ifη ∈ T u2,α and u 1 ⊆ u 2 andη 2 ↾u 2 =η 1 then Dη 1 = {{ν↾u 1 :ν ∈ X} : X ∈ Dη 2 } or just ⊆.
Definition 2.2. 1) We say x is 3-ip when : as in 2.1 butD is unary which means D = D α,η : α < µ, η ∈ T α <λ that is η ∈ ε<ζ θ α,ε for some ζ < λ , see 2.6(9), and if
For such x and forη ∈ T ⊆µ,α we let Dη be the set of Y ⊆ suc(η) such that for some function f with domain ∪{suc(η↾α) :
3) We say x, a 2-ip, is non-trivial when no D η is a principal ultrafilter; we may sayD x is non-trivial; similarly for 3-ip.
Proof. We use the "just" in 2.1(F).
2.3
Hypothesis 2.4. 1) We fix x a ι-ip where ι = 2.
2) But we consider a 3-ip as a 2-ip, see 2.2(1), 2.3(1) so x may be derived from a 3-ip.
Convention 2.5. 1) Let κ, ∂ denote (strongly) inaccessible cardinals ≤ λ.
2) Let u denote a subset of µ.
<κ }, this is not as in §1; and let T κ = ∪{T κ α : α < κ}, T = ∪{T κ : κ ≤ λ}; and T u,<α = ∪{T u,β : β < α} and
4)
(α) Ifη ∈ T u,α then let u = dom(η) and α = ht(η) (β) we define the partial order ≤ T on T byη ≤ Tν iffη =ν ↿ (dom(η), ht(η)). 5) Ifη ∈ T u,α , u ⊆ µ and α < λ then let suc(η) = {ν ∈ T u,α+1 :ν ↿ α =η}. 6) Let T ⊆u,<κ = {η : dom(η) ∈ [u] <κ and ht(η) = α} for u ⊆ µ. 7) We sayη,ν ∈ T are compatible when α ∈ dom(η)∩dom(ν) ⇒ (η α ν α )∨(ν α η α ). 8) We sayū represents T u,<κ when : (a) dom(η) = ∪{dom(η : η ∈ T } (b) ht(η) = ∪{ht(η) : η ∈ T } (c) for every α ∈ dom(η) we have η α := ∪{ν α :ν ∈ T is such that α ∈ dom(ν)}. 11) We may write ν α : α < α * when T = {ν α : α < α * }. Definition 2.7. By induction on κ ≤ λ for 2 any set u ⊆ µ of ≤ κ ordinals such that κ ≥ sup{θ + α,ε : α ∈ u, ε < κ}, (recall κ denotes a strongly inaccessible cardinal and u is of cardinality ≤ κ); we define the forcing notion Q 1 u,κ and more as follows:
<κ and β ∈ [α, κ) then there isν ∈ p ∩ T w,β such thatη =ν ↿ (w, α) (c) p has a trunkη = tr(p), it is the uniqueη such that: ht(tr(p) ) + 1), and is nowhere stationary, (that is: if δ is a limit ordinal ≤ κ of uncountable cofinality then S p ∩ δ is not stationary in δ) (f ) (α) Ξ is a subset of Ξ u,<κ := {y : y is of the form (v, ∂,
for every I ∈ Λ there is q ∈ Λ such thatη ∈ lim(q)}, see Clause (C) below noting ∂ < κ so the induction hypothesis apply to it (γ) let Ξ v,∂ = {y: for some Λ, y = (v, ∂, Λ) satisfies the demands above} (g) {(v, ∂, Λ) ∈ Ξ : ∂ = ∂ * } has at most ∂ * members for any ∂ * ∈ S p (h) if y ∈ Ξ p and then ∂ y / ∈ E p , essentially follows by clause (f) (i) if ζ ∈ E p then u ζ is (p, ζ)-big which means y ∈ Ξ p ∧ ∂ y ≤ ζ ⇒ v y ⊆ u p,ζ ; in fact ζ < ∂ y follows. (j) Assumeη ∈ T ⊆u,<κ and ht(η) is a limit ordinal and let ζ = ζ p,η := min{ε ∈ E p : ε ≥ ht(η) and u p,ε ⊇ dom(η)}. Thenη ∈ p iff for every y ∈ Ξ p satisfying ∂ y ≤ ζ we haveη is ≤ T -compatible with some member of Λ y .
2 Note that Q 1 u,κ depends on the parameters from Definition 2.1 only up to κ actually on θα,ε : α < κ, ε ∈ u and Dη :η ∈ T ⊆u,<κ only.
3) Note that the demand 2.7(A) (b) is part of the definition, not proved as in §(1A), but we have to pay for this in checking p ∈ Q 2 u,κ . Also in 2.7(A)(g) we do not require ∪{v y : y ∈ Ξ p and ∂ y = ∂} : ∂ ∈ S is ⊆-increasing continuous; it is not unreasonable to add this but it just means restricting ourselves to a dense subset.
Definition 2.9. Assume κ ≤ λ and u ⊆ µ. 1) We define the forcing notion Q 2 u,κ as follows:
u,κ and Dom(p 1 ) ⊆ Dom(p 2 ) and p 2 ∩ T ⊆Dom(p1),<κ ⊆ p 1 .
2) For α ∈ u we define the Q 2) Not specifying ι means that it does not matter which ι ∈ {1, 2, 3} we use; e.g. in 2.14.
Claim 2.11. 1) In clause (A) of Definition 2.7 if Dη = {suc(η)} for everyη ∈ T ⊆ u, < κ then the tuple (κ,ū p , tr(p), Ξ p ) determine p. 2) If p ∈ Q u,κ , δ < κ and η i : i < δ is ≤ T -increasing, see 2.6(4)(β),η i ∈ p and recalling 2.7(A)(j) we have:
if ∪{ht(η i ) : i < δ} / ∈ S p or ht(η i ) is constant then the ≤ T -lub of η i : i < δ belongs to p. 3) Clause (b) of 2.7(A) follows from the rest. 4) Q ι u,κ "η is a member of i<κ θ α,i ⊆ λ λ for α ∈ u; also the sequence, in fact,
3 Those are natural sufficient conditions (a) if really x is a 3-ip and no D x,α,η is a principal ultrafilter (b) in general, if for everyη ∈ T and α ∈ dom(p) and X ∈ D x,η there arē ν 1 ,ν 2 ∈ X such thatν 1 ↿ α =ν ↿ α but ν 1,α = ν 2,α .
Proof. 1),2) Read the definition particularly 2.7(A)(h).
3) Easy. 4),5) We prove this by induction on κ.
2.11
Claim 2.12. Assume κ ≤ λ and w ⊆ µ.
≤κ and q = p +v := {η ∈ T ⊆v,κ :η↾Dom(p) ∈ p} then q ∈ Q 1 v,κ ⊆ Q 2 u,κ and Q 2 u,κ |= "p ≤ q" and tr(q) = tr(p).
u,κ . Discussion 2.13. It seems natural to think that
≤κ , w ⊆ µ and I is a predense subset of Q Proof. Straight.
Claim 2.14. Let κ ≤ λ and u ⊆ µ. 0) Q u,κ has cardinality ≤ |u| κ , in fact = (|u| + 2)
, moreover is essentially κ-centered. 5) (a) if α ∈ u and u ⊆ µ, then Qu,κ "η u,κ,α ∈ ε<κ θ α,ε " (b)η := lim{tr(p) : p ∈ G Qu,κ } see 2.7(E), is a member of T u,κ := { η α : α ∈ u : if α ∈ u then η α ∈ ε<κ θ α,ε }, i.e. a Q u,κ -name of a member.
6) η α : α ∈ u is a generic for Q u,κ .
0) The conditions p, q ∈ Q 1 u,κ are compatible iff for some ∂ < κ and v which is (p, ∂)-big, (q, ∂)-big andη ∈ p ∩ q we have dom(η) = v, ht(η) = ∂ and tr(p) ≤ T η, tr(q) ≤ T η. 1) If |u| ≤ κ and p i ∈ Q 1 u,κ for i < i( * ),ν ∈ ∩{p i : i < i( * )} and i < i( * ) ⇒ tr(p i ) ≤ Tν ∈ p i , e.g. i < i( * ) ⇒ν i =ν and i( * ) ≤ ht(ν) then p := ∩{p i :
u,κ for i < i( * ) andν ∈ T ⊆u,κ and i < i( * ) ⇒ tr(p i ) ≤ν and i < i( * ) ⇒ν↾Dom(p i ) ∈ p i then :
-increasing, δ a limit ordinal < κ thenν := lim tr(p i ) : i < δ is as required in part (1) (hence p i : i < δ has a common upper bound) provided that i < δ ⇒ ht(ν) / ∈ S pi noting ht(ν) = sup{ht(tr(p i )) : i < δ}.
-increasing, δ < κ limit ordinal thenν = tr tr(p i ) : i < δ is as required in part (2) when i < δ ⇒ h(ν) / ∈ S p .
Proof. 0) First, why the first conditions imply the second. Assume p, q have a common upper bound, in Q 1 u,κ of course. We may choose v ∈ [u] <κ which is (p, ∂)-big for some ∂, in fact any ∂ ∈ E p will do and letν ∈ p be such that dom(ν) = v, ht(ν) = ∂ clearlyν is as required; really tr(r) should do.
Second, why the second conditions implies the third? So assumeν ∈ T u,<κ is as required, then let r = p
[ν] ∩ q [ν] . Now for proving r ∈ Q u,κ , in checking recall that (b) of Definition 2.7(A) holds by claim 2.11(3) and we let E r = {δ < κ : u p,δ = u q,δ and so δ ∈ E p ∩ E q } u =ū p ↾E r =ū q ↾E r S r = S p ∪ S q Ξ r = {y : y ∈ Ξ p ∪ Ξ q and ∂ y > ht(ν)}.
Of course, Q 1 u,κ |= "p ≤ r ∧ q ≤ r" as this means r ⊆ p, r ⊆ q which holds as r ⊆ p
[ν] ⊆ p and r ⊆ q [ν] ⊆ q. So we are done. 1) Similarly to part (0), only now we have to note then ∂ ∈ S r ⇒ |Ξ r ∩ Ξ u,∂ | ≤ ∂ as the union of ≤ i( * ) + ∂ ≤ ∂ such sets. 2) Similarly.
), hencē ν = lim tr(p i ) : i < δ is well defined and as δ < κ clearly ∈ T u,κ . For i < δ, as {tr(p j ) : j ∈ [i, δ)} ⊆ p i and tr(p i ) : i < δ is ≤ T -increasing with limitν and ht(ν) / ∈ S pi , clearlyν ∈ p i . Soν ∈ ∩{p i : i < δ} as promised. 4) Similarly. 
2) If δ < κ andp = p i : i < δ is ≤ Qu,κ -increasing and then p = lim(p) is defined by:
is closed under unions of -increasing chains of length < κ.
u,κ and β < κ is non-zero then for some p β ∈ Q u,κ and E β we have:
• if Q u,κ |= "p β ≤ q β " and E ⊆ ∩{E α : α < β} is a club of κ disjoint to S q β \(β + 1) thenxˆ (p β , q β , E β ) ∈ S inc u,κ,<κ . Proof. Straight, e.g. in part (0) use 2.14(4) and in (3), p β = q β−1 if β is a successor, p β .
2.17
Conclusion 2.18. Q u,κ is κ-strategically complete. 
(a) − (e) as in 1.20(3), (but not clauses (f),(g)!) (f ) (α) Υ α = Υ(α) < κ is increasing and let Υ <α = ∪{Υ β :
is part of a witness for q) then xˆ (p, q,ū, S, Ξ, Υ) ∈ S pr u,κ,≤κ .
3) The union on a ⊳-increasing sequence of members of S pr u,κ of length ≤ κ belongs to S pr u,κ,≤κ . 3A) If x β : β < δ is -increasing, sox β = (p α , q α , E α ,ū α , S α , Ξ α , Υ α ) : α < γ β ∈ S pr u,κ and γ β : β < δ is ≤-increasing and γ = ∪{γ β : β < δ} < κ then
, γ = κ then p κ = ∩{p α : α < κ} belongs to Q κ and is a ≤ Qκ -lub of {p α , q α : α < κ}.
Proof. Straight. Now at last we deal with the λ-bounding.
Crucial Claim 2.21. If κ = λ or just κ ∈ S x and u ⊆ µ, γ < κ,x ∈ S inc κ,γ+1 and τ is a Q ι u,κ -name of a member of V then we can find
γ+1 forces a value to τ . Proof. Let Y = {tr(p) : p ∈ Q ι u,κ forces a value to τ and h(tr(p)) > min(E α )} and forη ∈ Y let p * η exemplifyη ∈ Y , i.e.
( * ) tr(p * η ) =η and p * η forces a value to τ .
As τ is a Q ι u,κ -name of a member of V there is a maximal antichain I of Q u,κ such that p ∈ V ⇒ p forces a value to τ . By 2.14(3) we have |I | ≤ κ and let u * be such that By the Hypothesis 2.1, see 1.12(A) or 1.12(C) the weak compactness, there are ∂ ∈ S x ∩ κ and u * * ∈ [u * ]
≤∂ such that letting Y ∂ = Y ∩ T ⊆u * * ,<∂ we have
2.21
Conclusion 2.22. If p ∈ Q u,κ and p "τ ε ∈ V" for ε < κ then there are q and u ε , γ ε : ε < λ such that
belongs to Q u,κ and forces a value to τ ε .
Proof. Should be clear.
Claim 2.23. 1) If κ ∈ S x (if S x is the set of strongly inaccessibles ≤ λ then this means κ ≤ λ is weakly compact) and u ⊆ µ then Q u,κ is λ-bounding (as well as λ-strategically closed and λ + -c.c.), has cardinality |u| κ and add u pairwise distinct members of λ λ if x is non-trivial). 2) If p Qu,κ "f : κ → V" and γ < κ then there is q such that:
forces a value to f (ζ).
Proof. 1) By (2) and 2.18 and 2.14(3).
2) By 2.21.
2.23
Claim 2.24. Assume κ ∈ S x and (for 1),2),3
≤κ and Λ is a set of ≤ κ dense open subsets of Q 1 u,κ then for everȳ η ∈ T ⊆u,<κ there is p ∈ Q u,κ with tr(p) =η and witness (ū, S, Ξ) for p ∈ Q u,κ such that for every I ∈ Λ there is ∂ ∈ S, ∂ > ht(η) such that
Proof. 0) Easy. 1) Easy by the amount of strategic completeness we have, see below. Obvious.
2) Letν = tr(p) and let S = S p , Ξ = Ξ p witness p. Let
(b) for y = (∂, w, Λ) ∈ Ξ let w ′ = w ∩ u and choose Λ ′ as in part (0) with (∂, w, w ′ , Λ, Λ ′ ) here playing the role of (κ, v 1 , u 2 , Λ 1 , Λ 2 ) there and let Ξ ′ = {y ′ : y ∈ Ξ}.
Let q ∈ Q u,κ be defined byν ′ , Ξ ′ , see 2.11(1). Now check.
3) Follows by (1)+(2).
2.24 § 3. The Ideal: for the less set theoretic audience
Our original aim was to disprove the existence of a forcing notion for λ having the properties of random real forcing. Having constructed one raises hopes for generalizing independence results about reals to λ 2, so deriving independence results on λ-cardinality invariants. But in this section we try to get analysis for this ideal per se.
We shall try systematically to go over basic properties of the null ideal (and its relation with the meagre ideal).
The case of Qθ is similar and we intend to comment on it in Part II. On the meagre and null ideals (for λ = ℵ 0 ) see Oxtoby [Oxt80] . On the measure algebra and random reals see Fremlin's book [Fre84] and web-cite.
How do we measure success? The main properties of the null ideal which comes to my mind are: for all but null many x, for all but null many y, (x, y) ∈ A iff for all but null many y for all but null many x, (x, y) ∈ A.
Maybe it is helpful to stress ⊞ we are looking for λ + -complete, λ + -c.c., ideal with no atoms.
Below we make a list of statements generalizing the null ideal case, including the natural analogs of the properties listed above delaying a try on some further properties.
A reader who goes first to this section can note just that ⊕ Q λ is a set of (λ-closed) subtrees of λ> 2, parallel to the closed subsets of [0, 1] R with positive Lebesgue measure partially ordered by inverse inclusion.
Definition 3.1. 1) For λ inaccessible, let id(Q λ ) = {A ⊆ λ 2: there are i( * ) ≤ κ and dense open subsets I i of Q λ for i < i( * ) such that η ∈ A ∧ i < i( * ) ⇒ η fulfill I i }, where: 2) η fulfills I means (∃q ∈ I i )(η ∈ lim λ (q)). 3) A λ-real is η ∈ λ 2. We have consulted several people on additional properties to be examined with them: A.Roslanowski ((Q) of first list, (B),(D),(J)(a) of the second list), T. Bartoszynski ((P),(S),(U) of the first list).
We wonder: is the division to "First/Second list" good? Should we add a third middle category, "basic forcing"? § 3(A). Desirable Properties: First List.
In this subsection we list various desirable properties and questions and sometimes give a relevant reference (in this paper) but we do not prove anything (whereas §(3C) on contains proofs):
(A) (α) the ideal id(Q λ ) is λ + -complete, i.e. closed under union of ≤ λ sets (β) the forcing notion Q κ is λ-complete (or at least λ-strategically complete) (γ) the Boolean Algebra of λ-Borel subsets of κ 2 modulo the ideal id(Q λ ) satisfies the λ + -c.c., see 3.12(2), note that modulo id(Q λ ), Q λ is dense in this Boolean Algebra this is (E) (δ) the forcing notion Q λ is λ-bounding, see 0.5(2), §1, §2 (B) definability of Q λ , i.e. Q λ is nicely definable, see the definition by induction in §1 and §2, if λ is weakly compact then Q λ is λ-Borel, the ideal is similarly definable, see 3.30 (C) generalizing "adding (forcing) a Cohen real makes the set of old reals null", see 3.19 (D) generalizing "adding (i.e. forcing) a λ-random real makes the old real meagre", see 3.10 (E) modulo the null ideal, every λ-Borel set is equal to a union of at most λ sets of the form lim λ (p), p ∈ Q λ (F ) can we define integral? We do not know; may we replace [0, 1] R as a set of values by some complete linear order? If we waive linearity does it help? (G) modulo the ideal every λ-Borel function can be approximated by "steps function of level α" for many (so unboundedly) many α < λ with "step function" being interpreted as f (η)↾α determined by η↾α for η ∈ λ 2, see 3.14 (H) Lebesgue density theorem, see 3.16, (it means: if the λ-Borel set B ⊆ λ 2 is id(Q κ )-positive, then for some B 1 ∈ id(Q λ ) for every η ∈ B\B 1 for some α < λ we have ( A contains a perfect rectangle (even half square)". But what is perfect? not a copy of λ 2 but λ-closed set, i.e. the λ-limit of a λ-Kurepa tree, even one with "little pruning in limit levels" (M ) generalize the random algebra on χ 2 for χ possibly > λ, see §2, (2.4) (N ) generalize "modulo the null ideal every Borel set is equal to a union of ≤ λ sets each λ-closed" and (E) above, see 3.12 (O) generalize "the sets of reals in a union of a null set and a meagre set", see 3.17 (P ) Generalize Erdös-Sierpinski theorem: if 2 λ = λ + or suitable cardinal invariants are equal to λ + then there is a permutation of λ 2 interchanging the null and meagre ideal (Q) generalize Borel conjecture: though not connected to random. Now consider: (α) the equivalence of the ε n : n and translated away from meagre set (β) the Σ n 's version has an obvious generalization (γ) try shooting through a normal ultrafilter (R) dual Borel conjecture, see part II: now the question is:
( * ) we are given an old set X of λ-reals of cardinality λ + , say X = {ν α : α < λ + }. View Cohen λ as adding a λ-null set: e.g. forp = p η : η ∈ κ> 2 , p η ∈ Q κ , tr(p η ) = η, and clearly p η is nowhere a cone, but we shall need more (S) (selections) Every Σ 1 1 -relation have a contradicting choice function on a positive closed set even in any positive Borel set (T ) Banach-Tarski paradox may fail for R, R 2 , do it for λ 2, i.e. there are many (U ) if generalized "for every meagre A there is a meagre B such that: every ≤ λ translates of A can be covered by one translation of B", but fail for null even for Z. Generalize to λ.
On raising further problems see [Sh:F1199], concern characters, differentiability, monotonicity (of functions) and going back to the case λ = ℵ 0 . We have not looked at clauses (P)-(U). § 3(B). Desirable Properties. This diagram sums up the provable inequalities between the basic cardinal invariants of the null ideal, the meagre ideal, d (the dominating number) and b (the undominating number). The basic cardinal invariants of an ideal are the covering number, the additivity number, the cofinality and the non of the ideal, see 0.9.
The diagram gives the provable inequalities among any two invariants (and two equalities each on three invariants). Moreover, under 2 ℵ0 ≤ ℵ 2 there are no more connections. Here we fully generalize the ZFC part (for λ inaccessible limit of inaccessibles), see 3.13 and quotations there.
The complementary consistency results, about inequalities of any pair, we intend to deal with in part II.
(B) Generalizing the amoeba forcing (The amoeba forcing, the one adding a measure zero set including all the old ones, the condition are closed subsets of [0, 1] R of measure > 1 2 .) This is natural as the amoeba forcing has been important in set theory of the reals and is closely related to measure, see 3.25 -3.29.
The problem is: we have names η of λ-reals such that Levy(λ, < χ)/η is not Levy(λ, < χ).
This certainly occurs for λ-Cohen reals and probably for any other; that is we may add a λ-Cohen η ∈ λ 2 compare it with Q λ shooting a club through η −1 {ℓ}. A possible avenue is to consider only "nice Levy(λ, < χ)-names", i.e. such that the quotient is Levy(λ, < χ). In this case there is a "positive" set of λ-reals such that for subsets of it our aim is achieved. We can even define this set of reals. The question is whether this is a "reasonable" or a "forced" solution?
Alternatively we may replace λ-Cohen by another forcing (or ideal) and/or change the collapse; in particular should check the failure for Q λ . We also may change the notion of a λ-real, e.g. replace it by A/(the non-stationary ideal) or by filter generated by ≤ λ subsets of λ! All this is delayed to part II. We should also check what occurs to sweetness in our present case (see an up-to-date treatment in [RoSh:856]).
We may consider {η ∈ λ 2 : η is (Q, η )-generic over V 0 such that every subset of λ in 
λ is not necessarily in D! As in [RoSh:860] dealing with reasonable ultrafilters we may consider the Borel version (i.e. the minimal number of Borel subsets of D which generate it) and λ-real version. Then as in "reasonable ultrafilter" we can show CON(for every uniform ultrafilter D on λ, πχ 2−real (D) = λ + < 2 λ ). What about the ultrafilter forcing: reasonable ultrafilter on λ can be generated by < 2 κ sets? can force a creature condition diagonalizing a uniform ultrafilter on λ.
(G) Related is Galvin-Prikry theorem which says that for a Borel (or even Σ 
A general frame including 3.1 is:
Definition 3.4. 1) Let id(Cohen κ ) the set of κ-meagre subsets of κ 2, i.e. {A ⊆ κ 2 : A ⊆ ∪{lim κ (T i ) for i < i( * )}} where i( * ) ≤ κ each T i a nowhere dense subtree of κ> 2, i.e. ( κ> 2, ⊳). 2) We say i is an ideal case when i consists of (letting Q = Q i , etc.):
(a) κ is a cardinal (here usually regular) (b) Q is a forcing notion (c) η is a Q-name of a member of κ 2 (d) (α) each p ∈ Q is a subtree of ( κ> 2, ) and let B p = B i,p = lim κ (p) or at least we have (β) p → B p = B i,p ⊆ κ 2 a κ-Borel subset of κ 2 decreasing with p such that p "η ∈ B p "; so really the function p → B p is part of i 5) We say η ∈ κ 2 fulfill I , a subset of Q when (∃p ∈ I )(η ∈ B p ). Proof. Let µ = sup(S κ inc ). Let I 1 = {p ∈ Q κ : ℓg(tr(p)) ≥ µ}, I 2 = {η ∈ Cohen κ : ℓg(η) ≥ µ} and F : I 1 → I 2 be F (p) = tr(p).
3.7
Claim 3.8. 1) id(Q κ ) is a κ + -complete ideal on κ 2 and also id(Cohen κ ) is. 2) If κ is weakly compact and I α ⊆ Q κ is pre-dense for α < α * < κ + then the sets I 1 , I 2 are dense open subsets of Q κ where
Proof. See the proof of 2.24. 3.8
Observation 3.9. 1) If p, q ∈ Q κ and Q κ |= "p q" then for some r, we have q ≤ Qκ r and r, p are incompatible (so lim κ (p), lim κ (r) are disjoint). 2) If p 1 , p 2 ∈ Q κ then the following conditions are equivalent: , p 2 are members of Q κ with the same trunk so are compatible by 1.5. As
", we are done.
3.9
Claim 3.10. 1) If κ is an inaccessible limit of inaccessibles, then in V Qκ the set
V is κ-meagre. 2) For κ as above cov(Q κ ) ≤ non(Cohen κ ).
Remark 3.11. The dual is 3.19.
Proof. Let ∂ i : i < κ list in increasing order the (strongly) inaccessible cardinals below κ.
We claim
This clearly suffices. Let p ∈ Q κ and we shall fix ν ∈ ( κ 2) V and we shall find α, q and i * < κ such that p ≤ Qκ q and q "if i > i * then η ↾(∂ i + 1, ∂ i+1 ) ν".
Let i * be such that ℓg(tr(p)) < ∂ i * and let (̺, S 1 ,Λ) be a witness for p ∈ Q κ . Now let
witness some q ∈ Q κ which is as required.
3.10
Claim 3.12. 1) [κ weakly compact] Any κ − Borel set B is equal modulo id(Q κ ) to the union of ≤ κ sets each is κ-closed and even Q κ -basic, see Definition 0.2(2); so
Proof. 1) As Q κ satisfies the κ + -c.c. it is enough to show that for a dense set of p ∈ Q κ , lim κ (p κ ) is ⊆ B or disjoint to B, this easily holds by 3.8(2).
This implicitly uses "Q κ is κ-bounding". 2) Should be clear.
3.12 § 3(D). Chichon's Diagram.
Claim 3.13. The parallel of all inequalities in Chichon's diagram holds. That is the inequalities implicitly in the diagram and
Proof. For any ideal I recalling Definition 0.9 we have add(I) ≤ non(I) ≤ cf(I) and add(I) ≤ cov(I) ≤ cf(I) and in our case, as both ideals are λ + -complete clearly all values are in the interval [λ + , 2 λ ). Also cov(Q λ ) ≤ add(Cohen λ ) by 3.10, so recalling 3.21 the inequalities (and equalities) involving b λ , d λ holds. Now add(Q λ ) ≤ add λ (Cohen λ ) by 3.22. Also add(Cohen λ ) ≤ add(Q λ ) by 3.22 and cf(Cohen λ ) ≤ cf(Q λ ) by 3.23(1) and cov(Cohen λ ) ≤ non(Q λ ) by 3.23(2) and cov(Q κ ) ≤ non(Cohen λ ) by 3.23(3) so we are done.
3.13
Claim 3.14.
[κ weakly compact] Assume F is a κ-Borel function from κ 2 to κ 2. For a dense set of p's, F can be read continuously on lim κ (p), i.e. for some club E of κ andh = h α : α ∈ C we have:
Remark 3.15. This is parallel to "every Borel function F : [0, 1] → [0, 1] can be approximated by step functions, that is functions such that for some finite partitions of [0, 1] to intervals, it is constant on each interval.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that for some unbounded subset C of κ because then its closure is as required. Now use 2.24 for the name F (η )↾α for α < κ, i.e. I α = {p : p forces a value to F (η )↾α}.
Concerning Lebesgue Density Theorem:
[η↾α] \X belongs to the ideal.
Claim 3.17. If λ is limit of inaccessibles then λ 2 can be partitioned to two sets A 0 , A 1 such that A 0 is in id(Cohen λ ) and A 1 is in id(Q λ ).
Proof. Let κ i : i < λ list the inaccessibles < λ in increasing order. For η ∈ λ> 2 let S η = {κ i+1 : i < λ and κ i ≥ ℓg(η)} and for κ i+1 ∈ S η let I κi+1 = {q ∈ Q κi : ℓg(tr(q)) > κ i and tr(q)↾[κ i , ℓg(q)) is not constantly zero}.
Lastly, let p η ∈ Q λ be witnessed by (̺, {κ i+1 : κ i > ℓg(η)}, {I κi+1 : i < λ and κ i ≥ ℓg(η)} . Now
is a no-where dense subtree of λ> 2.
Let A 0 = ∪{lim(p η ) : η ∈ λ> 2}, A 1 = λ 2\A 1 , now check. Concerning Chichon's diagram, it seems the situation here is different.
3.17
Definition 3.18. 1) Let nwst λ = nwst λ (S λ inac ), see below. 2) For S * ⊆ λ unbounded let nwst λ (S * ) = min{|S | : S is a set of nowhere stationary subsets of S * such that we cannot find a nowhere stationary cover S α : α < λ of S , see below}.
3) We sayS is a nowhere stationary S * -cover of S when (S * ⊆ λ = sup(S * ) and):
(a) S a set of nowhere stationary subsets of S * (b)S = S α : α < λ (c) each S α is nowhere stationary ⊆ S * (d) (∀S ∈ S )(∃α < λ)(S ⊆ S α mod J bd λ )}. We intend to deal with it in the second part.
Claim 3.19. If κ is inaccessible limit of inaccessibles and V 1 is an extension of V (e.g. a forcing extension) then V 1 |= "( κ 2) V ∈ id(Q κ )" provided that at least one of the following holds:
V then for unboundedly many ∂ ∈ S, η↾∂ does not fulfill Λ ∂ .
Proof. Case (a): It suffices to prove that the assumptions of (b) holds. Clearly the forcing preserves inaccessibility, let η ∈ κ 2 be the name of the λ-Cohen real and let:
Clearly clauses (α), (γ) are satisfied by S 1 and by S and clause (β) is satisfied by S and for any η ∈ κ 2, the derived sequence η ∂ : ∂ ∈ S satisfies clause (δ) by our choice above.
Lastly, clause (ε) holds as Cohen κ = ( κ> 2, ⊳), so the assumptions of clause (b) holds.
Clause (c):
Let S 1 be the set of inaccessibles in V 1 which are < κ. Let α < κ and ν be such
• S 1 = {∂ ∈ S 1 : ∂ > α and ∂ > sup(S ∩ ∂)} • I = {p ∈ Q ∂ : for some β we have β + α ≤ ℓg(tr(p)) and tr(p)(β + i :
Easy, the assumptions of clause (d) holds, so the results follow.
Clause (d): Like the proof of clause (b) .
3.19
Observation 3.20. If X ⊆ κ 2 is meagre and A ⊆ κ is unbounded then there is an increasing sequenceᾱ of member of A of length κ and η ∈ κ 2 such that X ⊆ X η,ᾱ where
• X η,ᾱ = {ν ∈ κ 2: for every i < κ large enough, η↾[α i , α i+1 ) ν} hence
Proof. As in earlier cases. 3.20
Proof. As for κ = ℵ 0 , part is given in details in the proof of 3.22. 3.21
Proof. By 3.7, without loss of generality κ = sup(S κ inc ). So let µ = add(Cohen κ ) and X ζ : ζ < µ be a sequence of κ-meagre sets with no κ-meagre set including all of them. Let A = S κ inc and applying 3.20 to κ, X ζ , A we get η ζ , S ζ , we write∂ ζ and notᾱ ζ as it is a sequence of inc.
For each ζ, let
The rest is close to 3.17. Now S is nowhere stationary hence there is an increasing continuous sequencē α = α i : i < κ of ordinals from κ\S i each α i+1 inaccessible. By induction on i ≤ κ we choose η i ∈ αi 2 such that
Now X ηκ,ᾱ is a κ-meagre set including every X ζ for ζ < µ, contradiction. 3.22
Proof. Similarly to 3.22.
Claim 3.24. 1) Considering κ 2 as an Abelian Group (addition in modulo 2, coordinatewise), the ideal id(Q κ ) is closed under translation, i.e. if B ⊆ λ 2 and η
Proof. Straight. 3.24 * * * What about the parallel to "amoeba forcing"?
• let λ <α> = {I : for some J ∈ Λ and π,
4) We say Λ ⊆ {I : I ⊆ Q κ } is nice when :
Claim 3.26. 1) If α < κ and I ⊆ Q κ is open/dense/predense then so if
, the latter is nice. 
) is a member of id(Q κ ) including all the old Borel sets from id(Q κ )".
Proof. Easy. § 3(E). Generic and Absoluteness.
Claim 3.30. 1) "p ∈ Q κ " is a κ-stationary-Borel relation, (see 0.1(4)).
2) "p ≤ Qκ q", "p, q ∈ Q κ are compatible" are κ-Borel relations (but pedantically there are λ-Borel relations where restrictions to Q κ are the above relations). 3) If κ is weakly compact, then "κ-stationary-Borel" is equivalent to "κ-Borel". 4) If κ is weakly compact then "{p i : i < κ} ⊆ Q κ is predense" is κ − Borel. (a) Q is a forcing notion definable in M , (absolutely enough in the interesting cases)
Remark 3.38. If θ x α,ε = 2 for α < µ, ε < λ; then theD x disappears. § 4. Specific Cases
Considering §2, we have some free choices, see 2.1, 2.2, ?? mainly theD = Dη :η ∈ T ⊆µ,λ . We shall consider some possible choices and consequences on the properties of V Q µ,λ . Recall that in all cases
Choosing a Parameter and The Cofinality of ε<λ θ ε .
Claim 4.1. We define x, see Definition 2.1, we choose λ, S * , µ > λ,θ as in 2.3 and we choose Dη as {sucθ(η)}. This x is 2-ip indeed, i.e. it satisfies the requirement in 2.1.
Here we use §2 Claim 4.2. Let Θ * ⊆ {θ :θ = θ ε : ε < λ , θ ε = cf(ε) ∈ (ε, λ)} be non-empty and µ > λ. 0) We can choose x as 2.1, 2.2 choosing θ x α,ε = cf(θ x α,ε ) ∈ (ε, λ) for ε < λ, α < µ such thatθ ∈ Θ * ⇒ µ = sup{α :θ 2) Moreover, Qu,κ "( λ 2) V[Q u∩α,λ ] is meagre".
Proof. 1) Let ρ be a Q u∩α,λ -name of a member of ε<λ θ α,ε .
Let p ∈ Q u,λ so let p ′ = p↾(α ∩ u) see the parallel to ??. Let q ∈ Q u∩α,λ be as in the parallel to 2.22 for the Q u∩α,λ -name ρ(ε) and the condition p ′ , p↾(u ∩ α) getting q, (u ε , γ ε ) : ε < λ as there. We define a (u ∩ α, u)-commitment y naturally by (check §2, frt?). Now define r ∈ Q u,λ with domain Dom(p) ∩ Dom(q) combining p, q and y. • Q u,κ = ∪{Q u∩α,κ : α ∈ u,θ α =θ}. . Then for some (< λ)-strategically complete λ + -c.c. forcing notion P we have P "2 λ = µ 3 , d λ = µ 2 , b λ = µ 1 and cov λ (meagre) = µ 0 . 2) Assuming µ 0 = λ + = 2 λ , (or just µ 1 ≥ 2 λ and µ 0 is chosen later). For some choice ofθ, also in V P the cardinal λ is supercompact.
Remark 4.6. Why not µ 0 > λ + ? The problem is: why cov(meagre) > λ + ? We intend to deal with it in part II.
Proof. 1) Let δ( * ) = µ 3 × µ 1 so |δ( * )| = µ 3 , cf(δ( * )) = µ 1 . As in [Sh:945, §1] let q = P α , Q β : α ≤ δ( * ), β < δ( * ) be (< λ)-support iteration, Q β is chosen as follows: if β < µ 3 it is the dominating λ-real forcing Q Let x be as in 4.2(1) and so as in 2.9 we define Q 2 µ0,λ , for this x. Now force with Q 2 µ0,λ , again it is (< λ)-strategically complete λ + -c.c., hence so is P = P δ( * ) * Q µ0,λ in V. By 4.4(2) we have V P |= "cov(meagre) ≤ µ 0 " so equality holds as always cov λ (meagre) > λ. Also as in [Sh:945], b λ = µ 1 = d λ and, of course, still 2 λ = µ 2 . 2) Derive V 1 as in 0.8(2) and let h * : λ → λ ∩ Card be such that h(α) ∈ H (h * (α)). Clearly (2 λ ) V1 = (2 λ ) V , choose a sequence θ ε : ε < λ ∈ λ λ such that θ ε = cf(θ ε ) > h * (ε) > ε: and, if V |= 2 λ = λ + necessarily cf( So we start as in §(4A) with supercompact cardinal and in 4.5(1) end with just strongly inaccessible ones. Can we end up with λ supecompact? Yes, by 4.5(2), 0.8(2). Can we start with a smaller cardinal? For the second we use indescribable cardinals.
Definition 4.7. 1) We say an inaccessible cardinal λ is Π 1 n -indescribable when for every Π 1 n sentence ψ (i.e. counting second order quantifiers) if A ⊆ H (λ) and (H (λ), ∈, A) |= ψ then for some strongly inaccessible λ 1 < λ, (H (λ 2 ), ∈, A ∩ λ 1 ) |= ψ.
2) For λ strongly inaccessible and χ > λ we say that λ is χ-indescribable when for every A ⊆ λ and first order sentence ψ such that (H (χ), ∈, λ, A) |= ψ for a stationary set of λ 1 < λ for some χ 1 ∈ (λ 1 , λ) we have (H (χ 1 ), ∈, λ 1 , A ∩ λ 1 ) |= ψ and (H (λ 1 ), ∈, A ∩ λ 1 ) ≺ (H (λ), ∈, A) .
See Magidor-Kanamori [KM78] and or Jech [Jec03] . This version for n = 1 is equivalent to "weakly compact".
Claim 4.8. Let K = {q : q = P * α , Q * p : α ≤ γ, β < γ satisfies q ∈ H (λ) is an Easton support iteration, each Q * β is (< |β|)-strategically complete}. So (K, ) is a λ-complete forcing notion of cardinality λ. Let G K ⊆ K be generic over V, so really q λ = q λ [G K ] is defined naturally, as Easton support iteration of length λ and
. 1) Assume Q is a forcing notion ⊆ H (λ + ) V1 definable in (H (λ + ) V1 , ∈) from some parameter and Q is (< λ)-strategically closed and λ + -c.c.
(a) If λ is n-indescribable for every n, in V then so it is in V Q 1 (b) if ψ is a Σ n2+n formula and V |= "λ is n-indescribable" then V Q 1 |= "λ is n 2 -indescribable.
2) If χ > λ and in V, λ is χ-indescribable, in V 1 , θ λ a (< λ)-strategical forcing (∈ H (χ)) as in 0.8(2) (or less), then Q "λ is χ-indescribable".
3) The parallel of §(4A). Proof. 1) How we guarantee that V P δ( * ) |= "λ is weakly compact"? We define q not as there but as in [Sh:F974] applied to M = (δ( * ), <), each Q α as above. But is λ weakly copmact in V P δ( * ) ? So let T be a P q,δ( * ) -name of a subtree of λ> 2 such that α < λ ⇒ 2 α ∩ T = ∅. So for some u ∈ [δ( * )] λ , P q,δ( * ) "T ∈ V[ η α : α ∈ u ]", so it is enough to prove P δ( * ),u "T has a λ-branch". But P q,u ∼ = P q,otp(u) . This is definable in (H (λ + ), ∈), etc., see [Sh:F974] . That is, without loss of generality otp(u) ≥ κ. Without loss of generality ♦ I wc λ hence there is < κ : κ < λ such that < κ is a well ordering of κ such that for every well ordering < * of λ {κ :< κ =< * ↾κ} ∈ (I wc λ )
+ . Use this to do a preliminary forcing.
4.9
What about preserving supercompactness?
Theorem 4.10. Assume λ is supercompact, V 1 is as in 0.8(3). In V 1 , if µ 2 = µ λ 2 ≥ µ 2 = cf(µ 1 ) > µ 0 = cf(µ 0 ) > λ then for some (< λ)-strategically complete λ + -c.c. forcing notion P in V P 1 we have (same cardinal and cofinalities and)
• λ is supercompact.
Proof. We first increase 2 λ to µ 2 . Let χ > 2 χ . Let j : V → M be such that M χ ⊆ M . Then there is a sequenceθ = θ ε : ε < λ , θ ε ∈ (ε, λ) regular such that j(θ) λ = µ 0 . Let P χ be a (< λ)-support iteration of Q domθ of length µ 0 , so in V
P1
we have cf(Πθ ε , < J bd λ ) = µ 0 and P * is λ + -c.c. (< λ)-strategically complete. In V
let P δ( * ) * Q µ0,λ be as in the proof of 4.5. The χ-suprecompactness is preserved in each step by 0.8(3) by P * , and as χ does not depend on P * , this holds for every χ ′ > χ, so P * preserves supercompactness of λ 1 . Similarly in later stages. 4.10
